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Preserving Language

Interpretation  
Challenges

Accessibility 
Challenges in Everyday 

Life

American Sign 
Language (ASL)

Selecting our Domain



Needfinding 
Methodology



1. Non Stanford Students
2. Affiliated with the Deaf Community

a. Interpreters, native signers, students

3. Diversity
a. Age, gender, ASL experience and 

background

Looking for Participants



Melanie Lu
ASL Student

6 years of experience

Juanita Nickerson
ASL Interpreter

25 years of experience

Trin Nobles
ASL Student (hard of 

hearing)
3 years of experience

Kin Lin
Born deaf and native signer

We spoke to…



We asked them…

What motivated you to 
start learning ASL?

What aspects of being an 
ASL interpreter do you find 
most rewarding and most 
challenging?

How do you define personal 
empowerment as a Deaf 
individual?

How has ASL played a role 
in your life and interactions 
with others?

What linguistic or 
cultural aspects of ASL 
surprised you?



Interview 
Results



“She looked at me and she 
signed she was deaf, and I 
signed back to her. And her jaw 
dropped.

I just made a part of everyday 
life a little bit easier and more 
accessible for them.”

Melanie Lu
ASL Student
6 years of experience



“If your heart’s not in it, don’t do it. 

Turn around and walk out the door.“

“In this profession, you are 

literally someone’s voice.”

Juanita Nickerson
ASL Interpreter
25 years of experience



“Sign Language isn’t just signed 
English. It’s an adult language.”

“Deafness has a whole culture 
around it. 
It’s not just a lack of hearing, 
it’s also respect and learning 
from one another.”

Trin Nobles
ASL Student 
3 years of experience



“People have misconceptions 

about deaf people like thinking 

that deaf people can’t drive. We 

have eyes, we can see the road.

I don’t let hearing people tell 

me that I can’t do anything.”

Kin Lin
Born deaf
Native ASL speaker



Analysis



Surprises

1. ASL is a completely different language from English. Thus, conceptually 
accurate interpretations (ASL) are not the same as word for word 

translations (Signed Exact English or SEE).

2. There is a halfway point between ASL and SEE called PSE (Pidgin Signed 
English) that follows English syntax rules but uses ASL vocabulary.

3. Sign languages are not universal, they are regional. While the US, England, 
and Australia are all English-speaking countries, each country has its own 

sign language. ASL is derived from French Sign Language.





Contradictions
1. While some deaf people identify as disabled, others push back against 

this label as a form of self-empowerment.

2. Not all deaf people use sign language. Some (typically those with 
assistive technology or late-deafened individuals) use alternate 

methods of communication like lip-reading. Some use both.

3. Some deaf people prefer literal translations for the sake of preserving 
the original message while others prefer that interpreters focus on 

interpreting the meaning behind the message.
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1. Advanced ASL students that have a strong desire to continue learning 
often feel stranded if they don’t have a Deaf community to immerse 
themselves in.

2. While interpreters are committed to access, not every client will find 
them to be the right fit for them (depending on accent, style, etc).

3. Interpreters often face ethical challenges when it comes to being a 
neutral party.

4. The barrier between the hearing and deaf community is a linguistic 
one, rooted in the lack of a shared language.

5. Some people find the distinction between deaf and Deaf to foster a 
stronger sense of identify, while others find it to be divisive and 
invalidating. 
a. “Lowercase d” deaf refers to the medical condition of hearing loss, while 

“capital D” Deaf refers to those who identify as not only physically deaf, but 
also take pride in being culturally Deaf.







Insight: Need:
ASL students need post-course 

completion support in finding 

an immersive environment 

where they can consistently 

practice ASL and develop their 

relationship with the Deaf 

community.

ASL students feel like they’ve hit a 

wall when they reach the end of their 

ASL courses. 

Without a space for continued 

practice and feedback, they are 

unable to put their newfound 

knowledge to use or develop a higher 

level of fluency.





Insight: Need:

The many 
misconceptions about 
ASL and deafness have 
a negative impact on 

Deaf people on an 
individual and societal 

level.

We need to foster 
connections between 
non-verbal and verbal 
speakers, promoting 

mutual understanding 
each other and access 

to everyday 
opportunities.  



Summary



What we learned after 
interviewing 4 ASL 
users…

1. Deafness is more than a disability, it’s a cultural 
and linguistic identity. 

2. ASL is a nuanced language independent from 
English. The meaning of a sign can change 
depending on facial expression and speed. 

3. It takes a lot of empathy and commitment to learn 
ASL, both for verbal and non verbal speakers.



What’s Next?
1. Narrow down problem domain, focusing either on 

fostering community or enhancing language learning 

2. Create HMW statements and experience prototyping

3. Interview more participants within our refined scope


